
The Coming of Kaspar  

 

By this time Kaspar had leaped up on to the sofa. He 

sprang off again almost at once, and went to sharpen 

his claws, first on the curtain, then on one of the 

armchairs. After that he went on a tour of the room, 

behind the desk, in under the piano, up on the window 

ledge, for all the world like a prince inspecting his new 

palace, claiming it, before settling down on the 

armchair by the fireplace, from where he gazed up at 

us both, blinking his eyes slowly, and then licking 

himself, purring contentedly as he did so. Clearly the 

prince approved of his palace. 

“He’s a very smart looking cat,” I said. 

“Smart? Smart? Kaspar is not smart, Johnny Trott.” 

The Countess was clearly not at all pleased with my 

description of her cat. “He is beautiful – the most 

beautiful cat in all of Russia, in all of England, in all of 

the whole world. There is no other cat like Prince 

Kaspar. He is not smart, he is magnificent. You agree, 

Johnny Trott?” 

I nodded hurriedly. I could hardly argue. 
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“You wish to stroke him?” she asked me. 

I crouched down by the chair, reached out my hand 

tentatively and stroked his purring chest with the back 

of my finger, but only for a second or two. I sensed 

that, for the moment, this was all he would allow. “I 

think maybe he likes you,” said the Countess. “With 

Prince Kaspar, if you are not a friend, you are an 

enemy. He did not scratch you, so I think you must be 

a friend.” 
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As I stood up again I noticed she was fixing me with 

a searching look. 

“I wonder, are you a good boy, Johnny Trott? 

Can I trust you?” 

“I think so, Countess,” I replied. 

“This is not good enough. I have to know for sure.” 

“Yes,” I told her. 

“Then I have a very important job for you. During 

each day I am here in London you will look after Prince 

Kaspar for me. Tomorrow morning I begin rehearsal at 

the opera. Covent Garden. Magic Flute. Mozart. I am 

Queen of the Night. You know this opera?” I shook my 

head. 

“One day you will hear it. Maybe one day I shall 

sing it for you on the piano, when I practice. Every 

morning after breakfast I must practice. Prince Kaspar, 

he is happy when I sing. At home in Moscow he likes 

to lie on my piano to listen to 
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me, and he waves his tail, just like now. Look at him. 

This is how I know he is happy. But when I am at 

rehearsal I must know that you look after him well, that 

he is happy. You will do this for me? Feed him for me? 

Talk to him? Take him for a walk outside, once in the 

morning, once in the evening? He likes this very much. 

You will not forget?” 

The Countess Kandinsky was not an easy person to 

say no to. And anyway, the truth is I was flattered to be 

asked. I did wonder how I would be able to manage it 

in between my other duties downstairs. But I wondered 

also whether maybe she’d give me a good tip for it, 

though I certainly didn’t dare say anything about that. 

The Countess smiled at me and held out her gloved 

hand to me for me to take. I hesitated. I had never 

before shaken hands with a guest. Bell-boys just didn’t 

ever shake hands with guests. 

But I knew she meant me to, so I did. Her hand was 

small and the glove very soft. 
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“You and me and Prince Kaspar, we shall be good 

friends. I know this. You may leave us now.” So I 

turned to go. 

“Johnny Trott,” she said, laughing again. “I am 

sorry, but you have a very funny name, maybe the 

funniest name I ever heard. I have decided you are a 

good boy, Johnny Trott. You know why I think this? 

You never ask for money. I shall pay you five shillings 

every week for three months – I am here for three 

months at the opera. Ah, so now you smile again, 

Johnny Trott. I like it when you smile. If you had a tail, 

you would be waving it like Prince Kaspar, I think.” 

When I brought up her trunks later on and left them 

in the hallway of her suite, I heard her in the sitting 

room singing at the piano. I caught a glimpse of Kaspar 

lying there right in front of her, gazing at her, his tail 

swishing contentedly. 

When I left I stayed outside the door for a while just 

listening. I knew even then as I stood there in the 

corridor that this was a day I would never forget. But I 
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could never have imagined in my wildest dreams how 

the arrival of the Countess and the coming of Kaspar 

would change my life for ever. 

 


